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Patak confronts core ideas
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Author Chalm Potok's
work is the subject of
several English
classes at Dordt.

by Dan Mennega
Chaim Patak, a Jewish author and
"non-pulpit" rabbi, has written six
novels, including The Chosen. On
November 14, at the 1989 Dordt

College President's Convocation, he
addressed the Dordt College student
body, faculty, and many visitors, with
a dynamic speech few people could
have been disappointed with.
It may appear that most students
here are fairly content with their way
of life and the way of life their
families and communities lead. The
fact is that someday, if not already, the
values and systems of thought that
have been established in a person's life
will be confronted by outside, foreign,
cultural influences. And the results
will inevitably change that person's
life. This was the focus of Patak's
speech entitled "Religious and Secular
Humanism:
Journeying
Between
Worlds."
Patak speaks often of the "small
and particular world into which a
person is born" which forms a
conscience in each of us. According
to Patak, chances favor a person
coming out of his or her teens
"appreciating the lifestyle and system
of values of one's small and particular
world." As a result, the college-age
person is described as "a battleground
for a very strange confrontation."
This confrontation
has been the

subject of many of Potok's novels.
The confrontations Patak speaks of
can take many shapes and can happen
at any time. A student at Dordt may
be friends with someone attending a
secular university and realize that this
friend has developed an entirely
different opinion concerning
the
purpose of life. The new idea is
interesting, but areas of it go against
the Dordt student's "core," or basic
system of values.
The result is
tension. Or, one may be fascinated by
a certain culture's way of life, but will
feel his or her conscience (formed by
his or her particular world) in tension
with the new way.
"What do you do with outside
truths?" asks Patak. Should a person
give in to his conscience and totally
reject new ideas? Potok describes
differentreactions
to
these
confrontations:
-The new idea isn't dealt with. "I'm
happy with my life, the way it is now.
I don't need to deal with something I
don't even care about."
-The new idea is simply too
overwhelming for a person to deal
with, or really absorb.
-The new idea takes over a person's

"core." Potok says that this is often
the case if one hasn't thought out the
actual reason for his or her present
system of thoughts and values, but
practices them merely because he or
she has learned them in his or her
"small and particular community."
-A totally new idea forms, as a
result, intrinsically
the same, but
peripherally different. For example,
when early Christianity encountered
Rome, its appearance
changed
dramatically
(became an official
religion, formed the Christendom),
though its beliefs stayed basically the
same.
On the college level, a new idea
may form while one is studying
philosophy, perhaps encounters a
strange teaching by Voltaire, finds
some truth to it, and incorporates the
truth into his life.
There is a constant
struggle
between Western civilization thinking,
an individual's
thinking, and the
thinking of an individual's small and
particular world. Patak's speech
makes us aware that we will
experience
this struggle, and we
should be ready to deal with it in an
open-minded, yet careful way.

Snow storm stops students
by Julie Van Donselaar
After a relaxing Thanksgiving
vacation, many Dordt students were
trying to race back to college. But,
they hadn't counted on racing against
a snow storm. On November 27,
northwest Iowa was plagued with icy
roads, strong winds, and drifting
snow. Blowing snow greatly reduced
visibility and vehicles reduced their
speed to IO mph. At times it seemed
like there were more cars in the
ditches than were actually on the
interstate.
Melynda Slings, Brian Van Zee, and
Eric Van Wyk were traveling back to
Dordt when the storm hit. Melynda
said. "There was zero visibility. We
decided that we couldn't go any
further." They stopped at a gas station
in Sloan, Iowa, where a state trooper
took them to a church to spend the
night. Eventually, about twenty Dordt
students arrived at this church and
stayed the night.
According
to
Melynda, "The floor was very hard,

but we were safe."
Shari Groen was also stranded
because of the terrible road conditions.
She and four others were returning to
Dordt from vacation in Michigan.
When they were twenty-five miles
from Sioux City, their car slid and
spun around on the ice. Shari said that
an old couple in a van stopped to help
them, and the hitchhikers loaded all of
their luggage into the van. When they
got to Sioux City, Shari and her
friends were dropped off at a hotel.
There they spent the night watching
"The Tonight Show" and eating pizza.
The next afternoon, they had quite a
bit of trouble getting a ride back to
Dordt, but someone finally agreed to
pick them up. It was an evening Shari
will never forget. She said, "It was an
experience to tell your grandchildren."
It seemed like almost everyone had
problems getting back to Dordt except
for those who had returned early.
Some students reported that they
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Many Dordt travellers battled winter conditions last
Monday.
didn't encounter the storm until they
got to Le Mars. It then took them an
hour to travel from Le Mars to Sioux
Center.
Dordt students were stranded all
over the region in motels, churches,
and homes. Wherever they were
Monday night, they were all thankful

for a place to stay. Some students
remarked that they didn't want to
return to Dordt after Thanksgiving
vacation. But, after getting caught in
a dangerous storm, they were relieved
and very happy to see the campus.
God had given them yet another
blessing to add to their "To Be
Thankful For" list.
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Thanks--appetizer or essential?
by Teri Nikkel
as dessert or a hobby-something
that is not necessary, Thanksgiving Day is a
Early Thursday morning I stumble out of bed in awkward rhythm with my
prime example of this sinful attitude. The actual thanksgiving takes a sideline to
squawking alarm clock. I wonder who came up with the tradition of having a
the football game on television and the spread of goodies which line our tables-church service on Thanksgiving Day morning. Holidays should be for sleeping
to the materialism of the age. I suggest that we give ourselves a spiritual
in.
As I sit in the church pew and let the minister's words drift past my ears, my inoculation and give God the thanks we too often deny Him.
This past Thanksgiving Day, my minister gave a few suggestions as to how
mind wanders off to the day's activities. I envision Uncle Robert slicing
we can apply ourselves in giving thanks throughout the year: First, we must
steaming slabs of turkey from the bone while Wendy stands by, anxiously
focus on our attitudes and look for things to be thankful for (although we
waiting for the wish bone to appear. A little Pekinese pup joins her, hoping to
shouldn't have to look far). We have to go against our nature and the temptation
get a sample of the juicy bird.
to complain. Second, set aside a specific time to
The vision becomes reality. I lie down on
give thanks daily. Third, recognize that if you have
the couch, miserable from O.D.ing on dressing. I
Christ,
you will have everything. Fourth, we must
"Too
many
people
see
float into a land of sleep, joining the thousands of
divide
and
conquer our problems. For example, if
Christianity and thankfulness as
full Thanksgiving Day celebrators who can't keep
you do poorly on a test you've studied hard for,
their eyes open for the afternoon football game.
a dessert or a hobby--something
thank God that you've come to realize that you
Maybe if I lie around long enough, I'll eventually
that is not necessary."
can't rely on yourself for success but that you
get the ambition to finish off that big piece of
should depend on Him. And fifth, give thanks in
pumpkin pie I have waiting .. , .
everything.
Thanksgiving Day 1989. The holiday is
To summarize our duty to make every day Thanksgiving Day, I quote the
gone as fast as the turkey that came with it.
first verse of a poem written by John Vonhof:
Now what? We're back at school, busy with final papers and quizzes.
Sure, there were things to be thankful for on Thanksgiving Day when a feast
Thanksgiving isfirst something you feel,
was laid out before us. We managed to have devotions before devouring the
an attitude, a mind-set-from the heart.
food on the table, as if it were an appetizer to the main course--a prerequisite to
Thanksgiving becomes something you do,
Gorging 101. But what's there to be thankful for when there's nothing but a few
a response expressed through a life-style,
bones and some leftovers remaining, and final exams are about to be shoved
visible to others, Christian and non-Christian.
down our throats?
We know that there is always plenty to be thankful for. "Count your
But no one can say it as well as the words of the Bible: "Give thanks in all
blessings" chimes a familiar tunc. However, that's not my point The point is
circumstances, for this is God's will for you in Christ Jesus" (I Thessalonians
that it is our supreme duty to glorify God, and to glorify God we must show our
5:18).
thankfulness to Him. Too many people today see Christianity and thankfulness

Evaluations need evaluating
To the editor:
As the semester draws to a close
with only three weeks of classes left
until exams, both students and faculty
are starting to look beyond exams to
the long awaited Christmas break so
that we can all finally relax for a few
weeks and prepare for second
semester. Right now students are
finishing term papers and assignments
and faculty are gearing up to prepare
exams. However, I feel that there is
something very important going on
right now that both students and
faculty seem to take rather lightly.
Just before Thanksgiving, I
believe, many faculty members were
given student evaluation forms.
Upperclassmen and veteran faculty are
familiar with the two-sided form
which asks a number of simple
questions about the class and
instructor. Students are asked to rank
the class and instructor on a scale of I
to 5. I think that most students and
many faculty underestimate the value
of these evaluations.
I've found that most faculty
members give students about ten to
maybe fifteen minutes at the end of a
class, usually during dead week, for
students to fill out the form. Students
usually aren't given any previous
warning that the form is coming and
many students end up circling 3's and
4's and maybe scrawling an "I didn't
like the class" or "you're a lousy
teacher", if anything, on the back. It
seems like a vicious circle; students
don't put any effort into these forms,
and faculty, noting the lack of

response, don't give enough time to
fill them out properly and so they
don't put any effort into them, and the
cycle continues, To top it all off,
since it's usually left until dead week,
students have a lot of pressure on
them, and, having a pretty good idea
of how they will do in the class, the
comments end up reflecting final
grades rather than relatively objective
opinions.
I think this a terrible abuse of a
very important system. The faculty
work hard to give the students fair
evaluations, yet when students are
called upon to do the same for their
instructors, they aren't given a good
opportunity or else they abuse it. I
think the faculty would appreciate a
thoughtful evaluation as much as
students do, but they need the
opportunity 10 do so,
I have already written evaluations
for three of my classes this semester.
One I had to do in somewhat of a
hurry at the end of a class and I didn't
have time to finish what I wanted to
say. The second I had more time, but
I was somewhat frustrated due to an

assignment we were working on, and
my evaluating reflects that. The last
one I was responsible for turning in to
the administration, so I took it home
and spent about forty-five minutes
working on it, trying to praise the
instructor's strengths and appropriately
criticize the weaknesses. I felt very
good about this last one and I gladly
turned it in, knowing that it said what
I wanted to say,

I think both faculty and students
need to take a closer look at the
significance of these evaluations and
probably enact some changes on how
these forms are completed.
For one, I think dead week is a bad
time to do evaluation. This is an
extremely busy and stressful time for
both students and faculty and as such,
not enough time is put into these
forms. Also, students' final grades are
often reflected in the evaluations.
Why not do them about two-thirds of
the way through the semester? By
then the students should know what
they think of the instructor and the
biases of grades will not be as great.
Second, give the students more
time to complete them, If not class
time, let students take them home
overnight or for a few days so that
they can think about them and give
thoughtful answers and opinions.
Third, students should put more
effort into them. This is the one time·
when you can give an unhindered
personal opinion of the abilities of the
instructor without any fear of
repercussions. Plus, it is as important
to the instructor that the students be
honest. Would you like it if your
instructor said "I didn't like your
effort" without explanation and gave
you aC?
Fourth, maybe the form should be
changed. It is very easy to circle a
few numbers to give an opinion and it
is very neatly quantitative for the
administration to count points like a
grade. I think it would be more

meaningful if the students were told to

comment in writing instead of circling
numbers. This way, the student would
have to think a bit harder to come to a
conclusion and it would be easier for
the instructor to see which students
had put more thought into the
comments. I realize that the entire
back side of the evaluation form is
there for comments, but I wonder how
many students actually use it.
Comments are equally important for
giving 4's and 5's as well as I's and
2's. Instructors need to know what
worked as well as what didn't work so
that they can keep the good and get rid
of the bad.
Finally, I think students really need
to be told how to fill out one of these
forms. Other than the short
instruction paragraph, students are
rarely told what the form is used for,
why it is used, and how to properly
use it Freshmen are given this form
by the instructor, who mayor may not
explain its use, and then are left to
figure it out for themselves. Maybe a
lecture in Gen Ed 10 should be
devoted to the purpose and proper use
of these forms.
I think student evaluation forms are
too importantto let pass by, !know
there are both faculty who are
concerned about how they teach and
students who are concerned about how
they are taught, who wantto get and
to give meaningful comments in an
effort to get quality education at Dordt
College.
'
Carl Fictorie
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NEWS SHORTS
by Cheri Oostra and Karen Peters

IN OUR WORLD ...

IN OUR AREA ...

Mother and Daughter
Recuperating After
Transplant

Small Iowa Town Becomes
Haven for Many

The University of Chicago Medical
Center was the setting for a whole new
kind of organ transplant. This past
Tuesday, Alyssa Smith underwent
surgery to receive this nation's first
living-donor liver transplant.
Her
donating mother, Teresa, and her
daughter are both on the road to

recovery.
The procedure went very smoothly,
but did include a few tense moments,
especially when Alyssa was taken
back in the operating room shortly
after her first surgery because of
internal bleeding. ,But shortly after the
second episode, Alyssa was awake,
active, and moving. Doctors report
that the transplant is functioning and
they expect nothing but a smooth
recovery for both Alyssa and her
mother.

Democracy and
Czechoslovakia
Democracy just keeps on spreading.
In the wake of the unbelievable events
in East Germany, Czechoslovakia has
also "opened its doors" to the western
world.
Friday, November 24, the nation's
ruling thirteen-member
Politburo
resigned and was replaced with a new
Politburo.

Tower of Pisa Considering
Shutdown
The famous leaning tower of Pisa
might be closed soon. This would be
for restoration purposes, as advised
from top government officials. The
Parliament will make the final decision
on this proposal from the Council of
Public Works. Officials do say that
the tower, which attracts thousands of
tourists every month, is not in any
immediate
danger,
but future

restoration is inevitable.
The problem is that the 162 foot
tower, completed in the mid 1300's, is
slowly increasing its tilt each year.
But professor of topography, Gero
Geri, states that it will be another 100
years before it reaches the point at
which it would likely fall. Methods of
repair, and funds are big issues being
debated over this Wonder of the
World.

Monday's snowstorm caused man
motorists, including numerous Dordt
students, to seek shelter off the
interstates and highway. A small Iowa
town, Sloan, provided just that
Monday evening. Approximately 200
stranded people were "put up for the
night" in churches and homes.
For the citizens of Sloan, this was
no new experience. Last January, 36
people were stranded there, also
because of hazardous winter weather.
This prompted the town to organize a
special task force in case of similar
emergencies in the future, and they
were called to duty Monday night.
Approximately 75 people from Sloan
came out with food, bed rolls, and
blankets for the stranded motorists.
Some even opened their homes for
people needing a place to stay. Dordt
would like to say "Thank you" to those
people and others for being so helpful
and giving when our students were
stranded.

ACROSS
1 Tree ftuJd
4 Sea In Russia
8 Leak through
120~ong
13 Festive
14 Bark cloth
15 Bitter vetch
16 Puzzling
18 Specks
20 Skin of fruit
21 King of Bashan
22 That woman
23 Defeat
27 Deface
29 Seed container
30 Wading bird
31 Hebrew month
32 Deposit
33 Evil
34 Note of scale
35 S.A. animal
37 Swine
38 Burst

DOWN
1 Stalk

2 Danish Island
3 Priest in charge
of parish

Crossword
Puzzle

4
5
6
7
8

Matures
Hurried
Wing-footed
Kind of beer
Bogged down
_,...-,,;-;;-,..,.,.-.

<;
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-+--1-~~-l

State Volleyball
Two Northwest Iowa volleyball
teams dominated the state volleyball
tournament this year by placing Ist
and 2nd in A and AA classes.
Hull Western
Christian
went
undefeated to claim the class AA
championship
title.
In the
championship game they defeated a
tough Dubuque-Whalen team that had
been ranked # I in Iowa and # 19
nationally. Western rallied to win in
five games, winning the first two and
then losing the next two. They then
came back and won the final game by
a score of 15-12. Coach Tom Vanden
Bosch has lead the Indians to eleven
state tournaments and this is the first
championship they have won.
Unity Christian also played some
fme tournament games. Lead by Junior
Amy Jeltema they advanced to the
final game winning the first game in
five matches and the second in four.
Unity faced a tough Dike team whose
coach was going for her fifth state
championship title. Dike turned out to
be the stronger and defeated Unity in
four games. Unity's young team is
sure to make an impressive showing
next year.
Laura Vander Zee from Western
Christian and Amy Jehema from Unity
both claimed the title of captain of the
all-tournament team in each of their
classes.

39 Horne of
Broadway
40 Tattered doth
41 Three-toed
sloth
42 Highway
44 Showy flower
47 Claimant to a
throne
51 Mr. Gershwin
52 Unit of Italian
currency: pi.
53 Actor Barry
54 Goddess of
healing
55 Distance
measure
56 Icelandic writing
57 Diocese

.,.

..+--1-~

Gnaw
Slender finial
Moccasin
Myself
For example:
abbr.
22 Torrid
9
10
11
17
19

Either
Piece for one
Break suddenly
Shopping area
28 Competent
29 Edible seed
30 Marsh spot
32 Stung
33 Large
36 Article
37 Cushioned
38 Feels compassion for
40 Roam
41 For Instance
43 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
44 Region
45 Great Lake
46 Unusual
47 Work at one's
trade
48 Inlet
59 Transgress
SOGosl
24
25
26
27

.,..,...+--1-~
.....+--1-~
-..L--l..--!
COI.lEGE PRf:SS SERVICE

,

~
~
~
~

1M#J'Ir/J!IOJ%, U lM#Jli!IllII ,§j
hairarts
"fl@O©@ 1P1lII@/Wli!I©'ii'f£
perms
highlighting
David & Ruth Hoyler
pennanent &
Sheila Haan
semipennanent
757 S. Main
coloring
(I block south of the hospital)
~ Wa..FF system
Ph. 722-4797
for
an appointment
tanning bed
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Shahinian fills philosophy opening
by Bill Vander Kooi
John Kok, professor of philosophy,
will be taking a leave of absence next
semester,
but he will continue
working in his office in the Dordt
Chapel. The reason for his leave is to
finish writing a book about a Dutch
philosopher
by the name
of
Vollenhoven.
This book will be
published
and serve as Kok's
dissertation for a doctorate at the
University of Amsterdam.
Dordt's administration has filled the
semester opening with professor Gary
Shahinian. Born in New Jersey, then
marrying a Canadian, he ended up in
Fort Edward, Ontario, where he
presently lives. He is also completing
his PhD. and teaches philosophy and

religion at Redeemer College in
Ontario.
"Shahinian is of interesting ethnic
background.
His grandfather was
Armenian and his parents brought him .
up in the Russian Orthodox tradition.
In New Jersey, he attended Bible
College and found himself reading his
way out of fundamentalism. There he
learned of the Reformed tradition,
transferred to Calvin, and went on to
Calvin Seminary. Shahinian will be a
welcomed addition to Dordt faculty
and should prove to be an asset to the
philosophy department.
Although Kok is on leave of
absence, he will still be available to
anyone that wishes to talk with him.
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Ed Ktuis returns as a veteran of Dordt's drama
department.

Cordt grad to direct drama
by Cindy Reddington
January 1990 will bring not only a
new year but a new wealth of talent to
the halls of Dordt College. Ed Kruis, a
former Dordt student, will return to
direct She SlOOPS10Conquer.
Being the first person to graduate
from Dordt College with with a B.A.
in theater, Kruis went on to earn a
Master of Fine Arts from Wayne State
. University. Since that spring Kruis has
directed a wide range of plays in
various places, from Wild Cats at
Calvin to The Mad Woman of Chalot
in Lansing, Michigan.
Freelance designing is another
strength Kruis has been exercising
since
his 1979 Wayne
State
graduation.

Within the past year Kruis has
gotten "better in touch" with the actor
by participating in plays as an actor
himself.
During his stay at Dordt, Kruis will
teach General Arts 200 for two threeweek sections
while directing
construction for the set of the five-act
play.
She Stoops to Conquer. written in
1773 by Oliver Goldsmith, combines
a strong theme and "a lot of fun" to
portray the importance of being true to
yourself.
Kruis advises those who are
interested
in tryouts to read the
comedy and become familiar with the
thirty roles the play provides.

Students say .. •
What was the best part

Jill Altena

Sophomore
"I fell in love with "Mikey"
from Look Who's
Talking."

of your

Kevin Wassenaar

Sophomore
"My relatives left."

Thanksgiving

vacation?

Laurel Beukelman
Junior
"I double-dated with my
boyfriend's parents, their
treat."

Craig Eckels
Junior
"Seeing family and old
high school friends."
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It's a boy!
D. Schouten
D. Mennega

1..----
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On Heynen·s
A Suitable Church
No justice is done by trying to put a
finger on the success of Jim Heynen's
poetry. The truth is, you can't. As
with much quality poetry, Heynen's
collection in A Suitable Church is
layered with expression and clear
images, and the humanity in these
poems is too wide to be narrowed
down to a number of cheap
compliments.
The poems in A Suitable Church
tell of the reality of Iowan farm-life.
And "reality" has to be the closest
theme that his poems represent since
they talk so honestly of the farming
experience. His honest approach in
poetic story telling strengthens his
work in that the reader is able to
empathize with his thoughts-the
innocence of a family that bathed
together, a-young boy's dreams of the

big city. or some ambiguous
loneliness a father feels after a crib
death. In a room full of people of
every age, we could all pick out
something in this poetry to appreciate.
Heynen writes to the point, yet lets
the descriptions of setting and plot
speak for themselves. In "The Man
Who Sharpened Saws," a young boy
narrates the story of his fear for a
communist who lived down the road.
His train of thought is childish, but
useful, in reflecting the farm's need for
the communist's skill. After the saws
would dull, they would go looking for
himagain.
The poems are packed with sound
images, and for good reason. "Crib
Death" is about a bleeding that starts
over when a father walks into a room
empty except for a cold crib. And the
reader can empathize with the father
because of his attempt to explain why,
and the pride he is forced to swallow.
But what might be appreciated the
most about the poems m A Suitable
Church is its optimism towards farmlife, the land, and hard labor. As the
back cover of the book explains, he
displays a certain reverence to this
world he grew up in. An Iowan

setting is constantly present in the
successes and failures that his
characters experience. The land made
the corn grow but could never save a
poor family from a snowstorm or
oncoming tornado. In a young boy's
cornmg of age, the sky and the cows
in the fields are as constant as the day
is long. There is both humor and truth
in the farm's depiction as a pure world
from which teenage boys leave to sin.
Jim Heynen was born in 1940 and
grew up on a farm just outside of
Sioux Center. He IS the son of a firstgeneration Dutch immigrant,
Currently, he teaches writing and
English classes at Lewis and Clark
College in Portland, Oregon. The
following poem is printed with his

permission.

Rock Valley, Iowa
We farm boys came in droves
the blinking red
on the water tower. That
wicked lillie town had girls
in tight pink jeans and smiles
too radiant to be pure, all
waiting at the roller rink,
who shivered when they heard
our muscles roll in our levis
as we eased from our polished black
cars.
10

This is the story
of what never happens to farm boys
full of rauncb and sweat,
swaggering through smells
of horse urine and ripe oats.
Oh, we tried, looked mean,
grinned from every sideline,
told dirty jokes, and laughed
in each others' eyes.
But our leF were thick:
we cou/dn l dance or sway
or stand on wheels.
Our hands
we couldn't trust
with strum or touch.
We didn't have a chance.
The girls
did what they could,
twisting by and smiling
at where we stood.
We couldn't move. While the
town bays, loose and slouchy,
did figure-S's, and gathered
all tha beauty
in their slender hands.
Next morning in the cowbarn
we didn't forget our failure,
but while our forearms rippled,
milking, and the tame cows chewed
their cuds,
we found a sly kind of patience

and gathered many secrets in our

palms that someone somewhere
someday would be glad to learn
about.
d. schouten

The Free Press was originally
founded by two Dordt students in
1965. One of them, now Dr. James
C. Schaap, is an English professor at
Dordt College.
Dirk Schouten and
Dan Mennega revived The Free Press
in 1989, to continue to give students
the opportunity to openly express
views on various topics which affect
students and faculty alike. The
coordinators, Schouten and
Mennega, are leaving the column
open for any student or faculty
member who wishes to contribute to
its success. Please send your
opinions, suggestions, and reactions
to The Free Press

by Idelette Riffert
"Eden vale Scbool ... where eagles
soar." That's what the letterhead from
an elementary
school in San Jose,
California reads.
And to make sure
those eagles do soar, the principal of
that school, Meril Smith, has initiated
a program called "adopt-a-college."
The school wrote letters to colleges all
around the country seeking a school
that each student could adopt.
Because
many
of Edenvale's

students come from families without a
history

of higher

program

education,

is intended

this

to discourage

dropouts and encourage
students to
think
about
the importance
of
education
at an early age.
The
elementary school holds assemblies at
which all the students get a chance to
wear their college sweatshirts, that the
schools provide.
Dordt is one of the many colleges
in the program, and its youngest and

cutest recruit is Richard Miranda, a
seven-year-old
first
grader
at
Edenvale. He is the middle child with
an older brother, a younger sister, and
one more sibling on the way.

Richard's
favorite
movie
is
Batman, and he loves to eat pizza and
french fries.
He also likes to play
Nintendo and ride his bike. "I want to
be a policeman when I grow up," says
Richard,
"because
I want to help
people."
Richard's favorite subjects
are math and art, but he especially
likes school "because I can play with
my friends."
"We haven't so much adopted him

Dordt's youngest
correspondent
in campus fashion.
as he's adopted us," says Jim De Jong,
who first received
the letter from
Edenvale.
But De Jong wants to
encourage
volunteer
groups
or
individuals
on campus to write to
Richard
and let him know about
Dordt.
Letters can be addressed to
Richard Miranda
c/o Edenvale School
285 Azucar Ave.
San Jose, CA 95111

THE PIZZA HAnC.H
THE PIZZA RANCH
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on a large pizza
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6 ARTS
The Birds
by Janet Poot
The Birds, a 1963 Alfred Hitchcock
classic, is a tale of horror brought to a
small west coast town, Bodega Bay.
The story begins in a San Francisco
Pet Shop between a criminal lawyer
Mitch Brenner (Rod Taylor), a rich
practical joker Melanie Daniels
(Jessica Tandy), and a pair of love
birds.
The attacks of the birds start out
harmless so the towns people do not
believe that birds can be violent and

murderous. Will the birds actually
kill?
The Birds is definitely an action
packed film, intense, interesting and
suspensful, keeping you glued to your

seat.
The Birds is the last film of the first
semester, shown December 15, at
6:30 and 9:00 p.m. Location will be
announced at a later date. Don't forget
to bring a friend to this one!
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One-act members warm up for their theatrics.
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by Scott McClenny
The Dordt Drama Department will
present a series of four one act plays
on December 9. Each play is
approximately a half-hour in length
and deals with a separate topic.
The Exit, featuring
Joan Van
Holland and Tom Overlie, takes place
in a cemetery with "a lot of ghosts,"
according to Overlie. The play deals
-J with the meaning of life. The Exit is
under the direction of Dordt student
Tim Maat.
The other three plays are directed

Diamond
The Diamond is published by
the students of Dordt College to
present and discuss events on
campus and beyond .it: Any
letters, comments or OpffilODS are
welcome. Contributions to the
Diamond
must be signed and
received by the Monday before
publication.
Address contributions 10:
Diamond
Dordt College
Sioux Cenler, Iowa 51250
The Diamond reserves the right
to edit or refuse pUblication of
any contribution.

Students to direct one acts

KNOW SOMEONE
WHO DESERVES
A JOURNALISM
SCHOLARSHIP?
The 325 periodical members 01 the
Evangelical Press Association are
vitally interested in the future of
religious journalism.

The Association olfers $500 to
$1,200 scholarshps each year to
Christian college Juniors and seniors,
and graduate students, commsted 10 a
career in print journalism.
Fu~her detaiis and application
forms are available. Forms must be
completed and returned by April t.
Write

now 10:

EXeaJtive DiredOf'
Evangelical Press Association

by different student directors, with Dr.
Verne Meyer handling
overall
supervision of the entire production.
The other three student directors are
Julie Sawtelle, Laura Vande Kamp,
and
Bob
Wassenar
directing
Memorial Day, Aerial Bright, and
Approaching Lavendar.
The plays will be presented at two
separate intervals on Saturday. The
first set will be all:OO p.m., while the
second set will be presented
at
8:00p.m.

"Creative styling for men and women"
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Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist
Julie Moss, Stylist

Hours: MON. thru SAT. - 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
MON. thru THURS. - open evenings
232 North Main Ave.
Located just south of First Nattonal Bank
(712) 722-0008

P,O. Box 4550
Overland Park, Kansas 66204

Bill VanderKooi
Lorna Vl1ll Oils!

Ad\isor:
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Cordt celebrates music
Orchestra goes on stage
by Sandra De Jong
Dordt's twelve-member Chamber
Orchestra will present a concert on
Thursday, December 14, at 8:DO p.m.
in the Chapel. They will perform
music such as "Arietta" by Norman
Della Joio, "Mazurka No.7"
by
Chopin,
and
"Traumerai"
by
Schumann.
Brad Medema
and
Carmen Klungel will also present
"Concerto in C for Two Violins" by
Georg Philip Telemann.
Along with the Chamber Orchestra,
a flute and trombone quartet will also
perform. The flute quartet featuring
Kim Kooi, Angela Vas, Vonda

Photo by Jeff De Boer

A combination of music and story-telling made
Orchestranimals a big hit.

Choirs usher in Christmas
by Sandra De Jong
A Christmas choral concert will be
presented -by the ...Dordt College
Chorale and Concert Choir, directed
by Dale Grotenhuis, and the Sioux
County Brass Quintet in the Chapel on
Sunday, December 3, at 2:30 p.m.
The chorale,
which will be
accompanied by Lyn Mabrey, will
perform the black Negro spiritual,
"Children, Go Where 1 Send Thee,"
. the traditional
"Gesu Bambino,"
accompanied by Tania Rosendaal,
oboeist for the college's concert band
and Sioux County Orchestra. They
will also perform John Rutler's
beautiful selling of "Candlelight
Carol."
The concert choir, accompanied by
Donna Groenendyk, will perform "Pie
Jesu" from Andrew Lloyd Webber's
Requiem with soloists Joan Van
Holland and Carrie Veenstra. They
will also perform the traditional "Deck
the Halls."

The Diamond invites \
you to submit original .
essays for the last issue.
I·

Suggested modes:
--Personal narrative
-..observation/Reaction
/Response
--Editorials
--Interview/Profile
Deadline: December 6
Submit to Diamond
mailbox. #595.

The concert choir and chorale will
then combine with Sioux County's
Brass Quintet (Henry Duitman an
Roger Leuders on trumpet, Julie
Hulstien on french horn, Vance
Shoemaker on trombone, and Charles
Dibley on tuba) to perform the
processional "Arise Your Light Has
Come" by David Danner, "One Faith,
One
Hope,
One
Lord"
by
contemporary
composer
Craig
Courtney, and our beloved "Ere Zig
Got," arranged by Dale Grotenhuis for
brass and choirs.
The Sioux County Brass Quintet
will perform the third movement of
Ewald's "Symphony for Brass Choir"
and "Canzona
Bergamasca"
by
Schiedt during the free-will offering
and postlude.
The evening will close with the
traditional "Peace, Peace" and lighting
of the peace candle.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Dekkers, and Madra Watson, will play
"Rondo" written by Kuhlav.
The
trombone quartet, featuring Steve
Vanden Berg, Lyle Van Raavensway,
Todd Nanninga, and Scott VanWyk,
will perform a number of German
Christmas carols such as "La, How a
Rose E'er Blooming."
The evening will finish off with
Darren Van't Hul singing English
Christmas carols, assisted by Evan
Vis on euphonium
and Tania
Rosendaal on oboe. A free will
offering will be taken.

Madrigals offer merriment
by Sandra De Jong
Hear ye, hear ye, ye lords and
ladies ... tickets are now on sale for
the annual Dordt College Christmas
Madrigal Dinners.
The banquets, which will be open to
the public for two evenings, December
1 and 2, will begin at 7 p.m, in the
West Commons dining hall on
campus.
The banquets with the theme of Old
Englist
Flair, will feature
the

costumed members of the concert
choir as the lords and ladies of the
"realm." Guests will feast on roast
boar and light the Christmas figgy
pudding. Music and jesting will bring
in the holiday spirit
_ Tickets are $13 for adults and $10
for students.
Contact the Dordt
College Box Office at 722-6430
weekdays only from 1-5 or 7-9 p.m,
Reservations are necessary.

Seniors star in recital
by Sandra De Jong
Two Dordt College seniors, Carrie
Veenstra and Carmen Klungel, will
present a joint recital on Thursday,
December 7, at8:DO p.m., in the Dordt
Chapel.
Carrie Veenstra,
who will be
performing
vocally, is a music
education major who has studied with
Mrs. Ann Dorr throughout her college
career. Upon graduation she hopes to
leach voice and piano. Veenstra, a
member of Dordt's concert choir, will

be assisted by Mrs. Karen De Mol and
Mrs. Esther De Agrosa.
Carmen Klungel will perform on
the violin. Klungel, who is a member
of the Sioux County Orchestra, as well
as the college orchestra, is a social
work major and has studied the violin
with her instructor, Kathy Broadwell,
for two years.
.
Piano/harpsichord
accompianists
for the evening are Dordt students Lyn
Mabrey and Jennifer Van Weelden.

"Come Exercise Two For One"
Mary Boote
Certified Instructor
Ph. (712) 439-2441

Mon., Wed., Fri.,
Sal.,
Tues., Thurs.,
Mon., Tues., Wed.,

*

8:30 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
4:30 P.M.
6:00 P.M.

First Visit Always Free

315 1st Ave, N.E.
Sioux Center, Iowa
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Basketball retu rns
Men:

Women:

by Steve Hoogland
The Dordt
College
Defenders
opened their 89-90 season in Yankton
against the Mt. Marty Lancers. Once
again the Defenders lost their season
opener by two points, 83-81.
In the first half the Defenders led by
as much as ten points. The Defenders
lost their shooting
touch
in the
opening minutes of the second half as
they scored only II points in the first
ten minutes. Coach Rich Vander Berg
says, "We just lost our touch for ten
minutes
there.
They weren't
bad
shots, but they just weren't falling for

us."
Down the stretch the Defenders
stayed close, closing the gap and then
taking a brief one-point
lead with
under a minute left to play when Joel
Veenstra hit a shot jump shot. Marty
came back and took the lead. After a
Dordt turnover the Lancers cashed in
on a controversial
call by the referee
for a field goal and free throw to
virtually ice the game for a four-point
lead, with eight seconds remaining.
For Dordt, Joel Veenstra scored a
game-high
19 points.
Chad Visser
scored 14 points, including four threepointers.
Jay Schelhaas
scored 12,
Chad Ringler scored ten off the bench,
and Gailen Veurink tallied 9 for the
Defenders.
Vander
Berg
said
he
was
disappointed
with the Defenders'
rebounding since they were beaten on
the boards. Dordt made only 8 of 14

free throws,
which hurt down the
stretch.
Then
last Tuesday
night
the
Defenders got on the winning track,
led by all five starters, in defeating
Dakota
State
105-76.
The final

outcome was never in doubt since
Dordtled
already at the half by a 5439 score.
Point guard Jay Schelhaas led the
way with 26 points and forward Joel
Veenstra scored 19 for the Defenders.
Gailen Veurink played an excellent
game, shooting
5-5 from the floor,
including
four three-pointers
and

dishing out a team-high nine assists.
Other starters in double figures were
Chad Visser
with 14 points
and
freshman
pivot Dave Vaandrager
scoring 13.
On Saturday, however,
it was the
Defenders' tum to be on the short end
of a blowout
as they travelled
to
Waverly
against
Wartburg.
The
Trojans shot a red-hot 63% to riddle
the Defender defense and rode to an
85-67 victory.
While Wartburg
was blazing the
nets, Dordt made only 28 of 75 shots
from the field and 7 of 16 from the
free throw line.
Joel Veenstra
scored 21 for the
Defenders, and Vaandrager
was also
in double figures with 12.
Dordt was out-rebounded
by the
Knights
46-33.
Veurink
led the
Defenders with 10 boards.

by Steve Hoogland
The Lady Defenders

opened

their

season by winning two out of their
first three games on the road and then
winning at home Tuesday night to up
their record
to 3-1 in the young
season. Coach Len Rhoda is pleased
with his team's effort "To win two of
your first three games on the road is
excellent, especially when you have to
come back in the second half like we

have.the said
The Lady Defenders
opened their
season in Marshall, Minnesota, against
Southwest State. Jill Bousema played
an all -around excellent game, scoring
23 points, grabbing 12 rebounds, and
handing out 8 assists.
. Tbe Lady Defenders were down 38-29
at the half, but they capitalized when
Southwest State had to switch out of
their press defense, which had riddled
the Dordt guards in the first half.
Dordt completed an eighteen-point
turnaround
in the second half and
came away with a 65-56 victory.
In
addition
to
Bousema's

performance.

Suzanne

Vonda

and Lisa Wubben

Brands,

De Vries,
all

scored one dozen.
In the Lady Defenders'
second
game, against the Sioux Falls Lady
Cougars, Rbonda Gritters scored 18 of
her 26 points in the second half.
Dordt overcame a 32-28 defi.It. With
five minutes left in the game G,e Lady

Defenders were still down by eight,
but the Dordt press forced a number
of costly turnovers,
which the Lady
Defenders quickly turned into points.
Key free throw shooting iced the game
for the Lady Defenders as they shot
17-21 from the line to claim a 72-66
victory.
In addition to Gritters' 26 points, De
Vries scored 16, and Lisa Wubben
scored 10 along with nine rebounds.
Then last Saturday night the Lady
Defenders ran into the Wartburg Lady
Knights, a participant
in the NCAA
Division III playoffs last year. They
start five seniors this season and play

a tenacious man-lo-man defense .
Wartburg and Dordt played a close
first half, but Wartburg took a 28-26
lead to the locker room.
Wartburg
went on a big run in the early minutes
of the second
half.
The Lady
Defenders were able to close the gap
to four ,but that is as close as they got,
losing 68-56. "We really played much
better than the score indicates." Rhoda
said, "We were in the game until the
end."
Tuesday night Dordt whipped Dana
85-55.
That boosted
the Lady
Defenders'
record to 3-1.
For the
Lady Defenders
Gritters scored 19.
Vonda Brands and Janet Zylstra each
scored 13 and Bousema scored 10.

S(:OREBOARD

,

Men's

DD(1-2)

Mt, Martv 83 DORM 81
DORDTl05
Dalcota Slale 76
Wartburg 85 DORDT 67
Women's
DORDT 6S
DORM 72
Wartburg 68
DORDT85

DD(3-l)

Southwest State 56
Sioux Fans 66
DORDT56
DanaS5
Hockey

DORDT

15 Lucklow(Ont)

5

SCHEDULE
Men's

Basketball

at Sioux Falls College; Dec. 1 8:00
at SDSU;
Dec.7
7:00
at Dakota Wesleyan;
Dec. 9 7:30
Women's

Photo by Angela Eriksen

Greg Vanden Top battles this Luck/ow player. The
B/aiJes went on to defeat Luck/ow 15·5 in preThanksgiving hockey.

Basketball

at Dakota Wesleyan;

at Dana;

"

Dakota Wes1mn:
Sioux Falls COUege

Dec.2
Dec.7
Dec.9
Dec 12

3:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

Hockey
in Sioux City vs. SDW; Dec 19:30
City vs, SDSU; Dee 2 2:QO

in Sioj1lt

